GORRESPONDANGE AVEC TH. YOUNG.
Rumford, intended to be given biennially to the author of the most important N° LVI21. discovery or improvement relating to heat and light, which the Council of the Royal Society has thought it right to assign to your application of the undula-tory theory of light to the phenomenon of polarisation. You will also have the goodness to call, on Mr. Laffite, the hanker, whom I have ordered to pay you the sum of 55 /. 165. sterling, and who will return me your receipt for the amount in french money : this sum, being the accumulation derived from the investment of the value of medals not adjuged. At last, then, I trust you will no longer have to complain of the neglect which your experiments have for a time undergone in this country. I should also claim some right to participate iii the compliment which is tacitly paid to myself in common with you by this adjudication, but considering that more than a quarter of a century is past since my principal experiments were made, I can only feel it a sort of anticipation of posthumous fame, which I have never particularly coveted. Believe me, dear Sir, with great respect,
Very truly yours, thomas YOUNG, M. D. For Sec. R.'S. .
N° LVI22. F.  ARAGO AU D11  YOUNG(a).
Paris, 6 aout 1827.
Mon cher confrere,
Je m'empresse de vous annoncer que TAcade'mie des sciences, sur la proposition d'une commission dont j'dtais membre, et qui m'avail confie' 1'honneur de deVelopper vos titres, vient de vous nommer, a la place de Volta, 1'un de ses huit associe's dtrangers. Vos concurrents e'taient MM. Olbers, Bessel, Robert Brown, Blumenbach, Scemmerring, Leopold de Buch, Dalton et Plana. Aus-sit6t que le Roi aura confirm^ votre nomination, le secretaire de 1'Acad^mie vous la notifiera officiellement (b).
Vous avez sans doute appris quelle perte cruelle les sciences ont faite le
a) Miscellaneous Works, vol. I. p. k 10.
(b) Voir Moge acaddmique de Th. Young, QEwres d'Arago, 1.1, p. a&j.

